Mapping the Enlightenment: *A European scholarly flows digital cartography project*

[https://mapping-the-enlightenment.org/](https://mapping-the-enlightenment.org/)

**Workshop: Presentation of the MtE project (work-in progress) and Future Steps**

The workshop is part of the research project «Mapping the Enlightenment: Intellectual Networks and the Making of Knowledge in the European Periphery» funded by *The Research Centre for the Humanities (RCH)* ([www.rchumanities.gr](http://www.rchumanities.gr)) for the year 2017.

***

**Date:** Monday, 11 September 2017

**Venue:** The Ionic Center, Lisiou 11, 105 56, Plaka, Athens, Greece

**AGENDA**

**17:00 – 17:10**

Welcome and Introductions

**17:10 – 17:30 (20 minutes, including Discussion)**

*Chair:* Eirini Goudarouli  
*Speaker:* Despoina Valatsou: «Digital Humanities and History of Science: intersections of doing»

**17:30 – 17:50 (20 minutes, including Discussion)**

*Chair:* Vassilis Routsis  
*Speaker:* Giorgos Vlahakis: «Enlightenment and natural philosophy during the 18th century. The invisible networks»
17:50 – 18:00 BREAK

18:00 – 18:45 (45 minutes, including Discussion)
Chair: Despoina Valatsou
Speakers:
- Eirini on the general context of the project
- Manolis on the historical research
- Vassilis on the technical details

18:45 – 19:00: BREAK

19:00 – 19:30 (30 minutes, including Discussion)
Chair: Manolis Patiniotis
Speakers:
Ana Simões, João Machado, José Avelãs Nunes: «A digital humanities approach to the circulation of Portuguese estrangeirados during the Enlightenment: networks and mapping»
- Ana on the historical research which provided the background to this DH exercise
- João & José on the DH tools, their implementation, advantages and disadvantages

19:30 – 19:45
Chair: Manolis Patiniotis
General Discussion